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	Lonely Planet East Africa (Multi Country Guide), 9781741796728 (1741796725), Lonely Planet, 2012

	“Gentle gorillas, stampeding wildebeest, snowcapped peaks, paradisiacal beaches and an amazing array of tribal cultures – all this and more await you in East Africa, one of Africa’s most enticing corners.” – Mary Fitzpatrick, Lonely Planet Writer

	

	Our Promise

	You can trust our travel information because Lonely Planet authors visit the places we write about, each and every edition. We never accept freebies for positive coverage so you can rely on us to tell it like it is.

	

	Inside This Book…

	17 Indian Ocean beaches

	8 gorilla sightings

	80+ national parks and reserves

	Countless migrating zebra on the Serengeti

	Inspirational photos

	Clear, easy-to-use maps

	In-depth background

	At-a-glance practical info

	Comprehensive planning tools

	Easy-to-read layout
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Consumer's Guide to Cell Phones & Wireless ServiceSyngress Publishing, 2001
Choosing the right mobile phone and service plan can be overwhelming, particularly if you travel abroad - this truly international guide is ideal for the mobile executive Experts estimate that by 2005 there will be over 1.26 billion wireless phone users around the world. (Source: Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association). It's overwhelming...

		

Hibernate in ActionManning Publications, 2004
Hibernate practically exploded on the Java scene. Why is this open-source tool so popular?  Because it automates a tedious task: persisting your Java objects to a relational database. The inevitable mismatch between your object-oriented code and the relational database requires you to write code that maps one to the other. This code is often...


		

Effective Pricing with SAP ERPSAP Press, 2011


	Pricing is a complicated subject and is used in several functionalities, including Sales

	and Distribution (SD) and Materials Management (MM). Currently no book in the

	market specifically focuses on pricing. We decided to write a book that addresses

	pricing not only in SD but also in MM to enable you to learn pricing applications...




	

Essential SharePoint® 2013: Practical Guidance for Meaningful Business Results (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	The Only Book That’s 100% Focused on Maximizing the Business Value of SharePoint 2013


	Essential SharePoint® 2013  approaches Microsoft SharePoint 2013 from a strict business value perspective, helping you plan and implement solutions that achieve effective business results.

...

		

Effective Pricing with SAP ERPSAP Press, 2011


	Pricing is a complicated subject and is used in several functionalities, including Sales

	and Distribution (SD) and Materials Management (MM). Currently no book in the

	market specifically focuses on pricing. We decided to write a book that addresses

	pricing not only in SD but also in MM to enable you to learn pricing applications...

		

Differential Diagnosis in Neurology and Neurosurgery: A Clinician's Pocket GuideThieme Medical Publishers, 2019

	
		Now in a greatly expanded and updated new edition: The essential pocketbook for rapid and correct differentiation and interpretation of signs and symptoms of neurological and neurosurgical diseases and conditions.

	
		Key Features:

		
			Exhaustive range of neurologic and neurosurgical...
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